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Figure 1: Views of the head section (512x512x209) of the visible female CT data with 16 nodes (a space has been left between the subvolumes
to highlight their boundaries). Using a 3 years old 32-node COTS cluster, a volume dataset can be rendered at constant 13 frames per second
on a 1024 × 768 rendering area using 5 nodes. On a 1.5 years old, fully optimized, 5-node COTS cluster, the frame rate obtained for the same
rendering area reaches constant 31 frames per second. We truly expect our future work, including further algorithm optimizations and hardware
tuning on a modern PC cluster, to provide higher frame rates for bigger datasets (using more nodes) on larger rendering areas.

A BSTRACT

1

Sort-last parallel rendering is an efficient technique to visualize
huge datasets on COTS clusters. The dataset is subdivided and distributed across the cluster nodes. For every frame, each node renders a full resolution image of its data using its local GPU, and the
images are composited together using a parallel image compositing algorithm. In this paper, we present a performance evaluation
of standard sort-last parallel rendering methods and of the different
improvements proposed in the literature. This evaluation is based
on a detailed analysis of the different hardware and software components. We present a new implementation of sort-last rendering
that fully overlaps CPU(s), GPU and network usage all along the
algorithm. We present experiments on a 3 years old 32-node PC
cluster and on a 1.5 years old 5-node PC cluster, both with Gigabit
interconnect, showing volume rendering at respectively 13 and 31
frames per second and polygon rendering at respectively 8 and 17
frames per second on a 1024 × 768 render area, and we show that
our implementation outperforms or equals many other implementations and specialized visualization clusters.
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I NTRODUCTION
Motivation

As PC clusters become widely available as a huge and cheap computing and storage resource, datasets obtained from 3D acquisition
(3D scanners, CT scanners, MRI, . . . ) or resulting from large-scale
numerical simulations (FEM, CFD, . . . ) become bigger and bigger
(datasets of several Gigabytes are now a common place). Visualizing such datasets requires a similar amount of computing and
graphics resources. As shown in [4], using a PC cluster for this
goal slowly appears as an efficient and viable solution, compared to
high-end High Performance Computing (HPC) systems.
Sort-last parallel rendering (as described in [13]) is an efficient
technique to visualize huge datasets on PC clusters. As illustrated
on Figure 2, the dataset is subdivided and distributed across the
cluster nodes. For every frame, each node renders a full resolution
image of its data using its local GPU and the images are blended
together using a parallel image compositing algorithm.
Several software and hardware parallel image compositing methods are available, either in the literature, or commercially. In this
paper, we focus on the use of Commodity Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
PC cluster to perform this task. By COTS cluster, we mean here
standard PCs with high-end graphics card, connected by a high
speed (Gigabit) network, excluding specialized networks (such as
Myrinet and Infiniband) and hardware image compositors. We
demonstrate in this paper why and how a COTS cluster can be a
viable competitor compared to more expensive solutions.
1.2
1.2.1

Related work
Software parallel image compositing

Many software parallel image compositing algorithms have been
proposed in the literature, and can be applied either to volume

Figure 2: Sort-last parallel rendering: the dataset is subdivided and distributed across the cluster nodes, each node renders a full resolution
image (left), a parallel image compositing algorithm is applied to compose the final image (right).

or polygon rendering. The most important ones include: direct
send [5, 18], binary tree, binary swap [11] and parallel pipeline [9].
Although these algorithms were not designed with PC clusters in
mind, we will show in Section 2 that these methods are equivalent
(see Section 2.3) and efficient on a moderately sized COTS cluster.
A similar study has been done in [22] for shared memory architectures.
Many optimizations, taking advantage of the sparsity of the images locally generated on each node, have been proposed for the
software methods, including parallel pipeline [9], binary tree [1],
direct send [28] and binary swap [31, 30, 24]. In this paper, we
have not implemented any of those methods to concentrate on the
worst case situation, but we will show in Section 2.6 that any compression could be advantageously integrated into sort-last rendering
methods, including ours, as long as Equation 21 is respected.
Recent works using software parallel image compositing on
graphics PC cluster include optimized direct send [28], optimized
binary swap [30], binary tree over the Photonic Computing Engine [8], visualization of compressed volume datasets using direct
send [29] and binary swap with Chromium [6, 4].
Stompel et al. [28] obtain several (1 or 2) frames per second for
a 600 × 800 × 129 volume dataset on a 10242 viewport, using a
64-node (1 GHz CPU) PC cluster with 100BaseT interconnect.
Takeuchi et al. [30] report 45 frames per second (taking only image compositing into account) for a 512×512×730 volume dataset
on a 5122 viewport, using a 64-node (dual-Pentium III 1 GHz) PC
cluster with Myrinet-2000 interconnect.
Kirihata et al. [8] obtain 14 frames per second for a 2563 volume
dataset on a 5122 viewport, using a 16-node (dual-Xeons 1.8 GHz,
PNY NVIDIA Quadro FX3000) with Gigabit Ethernet.
Strengert et al. [29] report 5 (resp. 8) frames per second for a
2048 × 2048 × 1878 volume dataset on a 10242 (resp. 5122 ) viewport on a 16-node (dual-AMD 1.6 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce 4 Ti
4600) PC cluster with Myrinet interconnect, and 2 frames per second for a 2563 time-varying volume dataset on a 8-node (Pentium4
2.8 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce 4 Ti 4200) PC cluster with Gigabit
Ethernet interconnect (compared to 5 frames per second with the
Myrinet cluster).
Houston [4] reports compositing performance on the SPIRE [26]
cluster using the binary swap SPU of Chromium [6]. The SPIRE
cluster is a 16-node (Dual 2.4 GHz P4 Xeons, ATI Radeon 9800
Pro) PC cluster with Infiniband 4X interconnect. The reported compositing performances for a 10242 rendering area using 16 nodes
are given on Table 1. However, overall performance for a 10243
volume dataset is reported to only 8 frames per second.
Moreland et al. [15, 14] introduced a method to efficiently perform sort-last rendering of extremely large data sets onto tile displays. Their implementation, called ICE-T, handles 450 million
triangles on a 63 million pixels display at 0.06 frame per second.

Interconnect

Volume (RGBA)

Polygon (RGB + Z)

Gigabit (CPU)
Gigabit (GPU)
Infiniband 4x (CPU)
Infiniband 4x (GPU)

9.5 fps
17 fps
14 fps
45 fps

3.8 fps
7.2 fps
6 fps
11 fps

Table 1: Binary swap image compositing performance in frames per
second on the SPIRE cluster (CPU and GPU blending).

1.2.2

Hardware compositors

Since 1999, several hardware architectures have been designed to
support parallel image compositing for PC clusters: Sepia [3, 12]
and Sepia-2 [10], Lightning-2 [27], Metabuffer [32], MPC Compositor [16, 19], Orad’s DVG.
While some of them have become commercially available
(Sepia-2 is available through HP and Sepia 3 is under development [25], MPC Compositor is marketed by Mitsubishi Precision
Co., Ltd.), they are complex and expensive for a COTS system. We
will show that our approach is highly competitive compared to these
hardware solutions.
Stoll et al. [27] obtain 13 frames per second for polygon rendering on a hybrid 1280 × 1024 (frame buffer)/800 × 600 render area
using a 9-node (Pentium4 1.5 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce2 Ultra) PC
cluster with a Lightning-2 matrix.
Lombeyda et al. [10] report compositing performance of 24 to
28 frames per second for volume datasets on a 10242 render area
using a 8-node PC cluster with SeverNet-II interconnect and Sepia2 hardware compositing. Frank et al. report in a recent technical report [2] 6 frames per second on huge volume datasets for a
1280 × 1024 render area using 9 nodes of a 33-node PC cluster
with SeverNet-II interconnect and Sepia-2 hardware compositing.
Nonaka et al. [19] obtain compositing performance of 13.8
frames per second for volume datasets on a 10242 render area using
a 9-node (Pentium4 2.4 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce FX5950 Ultra) PC
cluster with Gigabit Ethernet and a MPC compositor.

1.3

Organization of the paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present a performance evaluation of standard sort-last parallel
rendering methods, based on a detailed analysis of the algorithm
and of recent hardware components. In Section 3, we describe
our novel implementation of sort-last rendering, that fully overlaps
CPU(s), GPU and network at all stages of the process. Section 4
reports performance results of our implementation on a 3 years old
32-node PC cluster and on a 1.5 years old 5-node PC cluster, both
with Gigabit interconnect. Our best results show volume rendering
at constant 31 frames per second and polygon rendering at constant
17 frames per second on a 1024 × 768 render area.

Figure 4: Typical run of a non optimized sort-last volume renderer
(no Z term) using binary swap image compositing with 8 nodes (the
first slave node is also the master node).

Figure 3: Flow diagram of sort-last parallel rendering.

2

P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SORT- LAST RENDERING

In this Section, we evaluate the time needed to display a frame on
a cluster of n + 1 nodes (n slaves and one master) using sort-last
rendering. The frame resolution is x × y for a total of xy pixels. For
each pixel, we use bpp bits to store its color and zdth bits to store
its depth.
The general algorithm for sort-last rendering is depicted on Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a profiling plot for the binary swap image
compositing scheme. The same color coding is used in both Figures. For each new point of view, the time needed to display a
frame can be decomposed in successive steps:
time = render + read + compose + collect + draw

(1)

Each step will be detailed in the remaining of this Section. In the
general case, the overall performance is limited by the slowest node.
To simplify, we will assume that we have an homogeneous PC cluster, that the dataset is distributed in a balanced way, that no compression of any kind is applied to image and depth buffers. In other
words, the amount of work for each frame is the same on all slave
nodes. The Z component of each step is optional and may be removed in the case of back to front image compositing (for instance
for volume rendering).

2.1

Rendering

The render term (green) is the time needed to render the assigned
dataset on a x × y frame. Let f ps denote the rendering speed in
frames per second of the rendering method at the given x × y resolution. Then:
1
render =
(2)
f psxy
The render term is an important component in the sort-last rendering approach, for two main reasons. First, it clearly impacts on
the overall frame rate. Second, it consumes GPU and CPU (for instance for scene graph traversal), which can not be used for other
tasks.

2.2

Reading pixels

The read term (blue) is the time needed to read back the color buffer
and the depth buffer into main memory, and is defined as:
read = lreadxy +

xy × bpp
xy × zdth
+ lreadZxy +
breadxy
breadZxy

(3)

where l is the latency in seconds and b is the bandwidth in bits per
second of the GPU operation.
The latency l is in the order of a few us, and is negligible when
reading large buffers. In theory, the peak bandwidth b of AGP x2
bus is 4.2 Gb/s and of AGP x8 bus is 16.8 Gb/s [7]. Upcoming PCI
Express buses are expected to provide a theoretical peak bandwidth
of 260 Gb/s (bounded by the memory peak bandwidth).
In practice, the sustained bandwidth is much lower, mostly because this functionality is not requested by game developers. Moreover, experimental measurements show that the bandwidth b is related to the size xy of the buffer [4].
For a while, the maximum readback performance commonly reported on most graphics hardware was bounded by 1.6 Gb/s (see
for instance the the NVIDIA General FAQ [20]). Things have been
evolving recently. Tests on the SPIRE cluster [26] report read peak
bandwidth of 6.9 Gb/s for RGBA frame buffer and 2.4 Gb/s for
depth buffer on the ATI Radeon 9800 Pro [4]. Our own tests on the
NVIDIA 6800 Ultra report read peak bandwidth of 4 Gb/s for both
RGBA frame buffer and depth buffer.
2.3

Image compositing

The compose term (s× red and yellow) is the time needed for the
image compositing, and can usually be decomposed into s successive steps:
s

compose =

∑ composei

(4)

i=1

Several software parallel image compositing algorithms have
been proposed. It can easily be shown that direct send, binary swap
and parallel pipeline can be expressed in s steps with a single send
and a single receive operation per node per step. The time needed
for each step i is decomposed into:
composei = sendi + recvi + blendi

(5)

The sendi and recvi terms (red) are the time needed for a node p
to send a part of the image (xyi pixels) to a node p1 and to receive
another part of the image to be composed with (generally also xyi
pixels) from a node p2 . Then:
xyi × bpp
xyi × zdth
+ lsendZxyi +
bsendxyi
bsendZxyi

Binary swap (100 us)
Direct send and parallel pipeline (100 us)

1000
Frames per second

sendi = lsendxyi +

10000

(6)

and:

100

10

recvi = lrecvxyi

xyi × bpp
xyi × zdth
+
+ lrecvZxyi +
brecvxyi
brecvZxyi

(7)
1

where l and b are the latency in seconds and the bandwidth in bits
per second of the network operations.
Table 2 reports theoretical latency and peak bandwidth for different interconnects, including Gigabit Ethernet. In practice, latency
and sustained bandwidth are different from the theoretical values:
precise figures are reported in [17].
Interconnect

Bandwidth (half-full)

Latency

Gigabit
Infiniband 4x
Myrinet
SGI NUMAlink4
Quadrics
SCI/Dolphin

1-2 Gb/s
10-20 Gb/s
2-8 Gb/s
8-16 Gb/s
9 Gb/s
4 Gb/s

100-150 us
3.5-7 us
3.5-7 us
1-2 us
1-2 us
1-2 us

64 128 192 256 320 384 448 512 576 640 704 768 832 896 960 1024
Number of nodes

Figure 5: Scalability of binary swap versus direct send and parallel
pipeline. This Figure shows an upper bound of the obtainable frame
rate due to latency (100 us) in the (Gigabit Ethernet) interconnect
(full duplex case, infinite aggregate bandwidth, no depth, independently of the resolution of the rendering area).

To summarize, the compose term is equal to:
s

compose

s

=

(8)

We will now assume:



sendandrecvi =




sendi + recvi
or
 max(send , recv )
i
i

xyi × (bpp + zdth)
bblend

bsendandrecv

+

zdth
bsendandrecvZ

bpp + zdth
+
bblend



(12)

(9)

(10)

A critical point at this stage is the aggregate communication
bandwidth sustained by the interconnection. If the sum of all communications is more than the aggregate bandwidth, then a severe
performance degradation occurs. To simplify, we will assume for
now an infinite aggregate communication bandwidth, allowing full
scalability in terms of nodes and communications.
The blendi term (yellow) is the time need to blend the two subimages at step i and is defined as:
blendi = lblend +

bpp

The number of steps s and the amount of data transferred at each
step xyi depend on the chosen compositing algorithm. We will
study two cases, first binary swap, second direct send and parallel pipeline, and we will show that all these methods are mostly
equivalent on a moderately sized COTS cluster.
2.3.1

with:

s × (lsendandrecv + lsendandrecvZ + lblend ) + ( ∑ xyi ) ×
i=1

If the network and the interconnect support full duplex send and
receive operations (which is the case for Gigabit Ethernet), it may
be possible to overlap them, so that:

composei = sendandrecvi + blendi

∑ (sendi + recvi + blendi )
i=1

Table 2: Bandwidth and latency for different interconnects.

composei = max(sendi , recvi ) + blendi

=

(11)

where lblend is the latency of the blending operation and bblend is the
number of bits (color and depth) per second the blending method
can handle. We assume in this Section that blending is completely
done in the CPU (GPU blending will be discussed in Section 3.4):
in general, the latency lblend is close to zero.
The theoretical peak value of bblend is hard to evaluate. It clearly
depends on the CPU clock speed and of the memory efficiency.
Strengert et al. [29] provide an optimized MMX code but no performance figures. As an example, our SSE2 implementation of alpha
blending (no depth) described in Section 3.4 can handle 4 Gb/s.

Binary swap image compositing

Classical binary swap image compositing requires n = 2k slave
nodes. Then, the algorithm completes in s = k = log2 (n) steps.
. Then:
At each step i, the amount of transferred data is xyi = xy
2i
s

log2 (n)

∑ xyi = ∑
i=1

2.3.2

i=1

xy
1
= xy × (1 − )
i
2
n

(13)

Direct send and parallel pipeline image compositing

Direct send and parallel pipeline algorithms complete in s = n − 1
steps. At each step i, the amount of transferred data is xyi = xy
n.
Then:
s
n−1
1
xy
(14)
∑ xyi = ∑ n = xy × (1 − n )
i=1
i=1
which is exactly the same as Equation 13 for the binary swap case.
2.3.3

Comparison

In terms of performance on a PC cluster, binary swap differs from
direct send and parallel pipeline only in the number of calls to the
network functions. In the binary swap, each node makes log2 (n)
calls, while in the direct send and parallel pipeline, each node makes
n − 1 calls. Considering a latency of 100 us (Gigabit Ethernet),
Figure 5 gives an upper bound of the maximum obtainable frame

rate for the different methods, only due to latency problems. The
binary swap algorithm clearly scales better with a high latency (100
us) and a high number of nodes (over 128).
The choice between the different algorithms should be motivated
by the total number of nodes. For instance binary swap is limited
to using a power of two slave nodes. For a large number of nodes
(over 128) and a high latency for network operations (about 100
us), binary swap would be the best choice.

rc = 1/bc + 1/bd
rc = 1
rc = 0

rc
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

2.4

0.2

Collecting pixels

0
10

The collect term (orange) is the time needed to collect the n subimages that compose the final image:
!
xy
n
n × bpp
collect = ∑ lcollectxy/n +
bcollectxy/n
i=1
=

n × lcollectxy/n +

xy × bpp
bcollectxy/n

Drawing pixels

The draw term (purple) is the time needed by the master node to
draw the color buffer from main memory into the graphics memory,
and is defined as:
draw = ldrawxy +

xy × bpp
bdrawxy

(16)

where l and b are again the latency in seconds and the bandwidth in
bits per second of the GPU operation. They have the same theoretical values as for the read term in Section 2.2
In practice, the sustained bandwidth to send data from the main
memory to the GPU is higher than the one to read the data back.
Once again, this is due to game developers, that require this functionality.
For instance, the NVIDIA General FAQ [20] reports writes performance of 5.44 Gb/s on the Quadro FX family (probably with
AGP x8), and even 13.6 Gb/s (AGP x8) and 7.68 Gb/s (AGP x4)
when using the NV pixel data range extension. Our own tests
on the NVIDIA 6800 Ultra report draw peak bandwidth of 7.6 Gb/s
for RGBA frame buffer (without using the extension).
2.6

6

0

2

4
bc

4
6

8

bd

2
10 0

(15)

where l and b are again the latency in seconds and the bandwidth
in bits per second of the network operations (see Section 2.3). We
assume here that we do not collect the depth buffer on the master node, although it might be necessary for some applications.
On moderately sized COTS cluster, this time is independent of the
number of slave nodes.
2.5

8

Compression

Some compression (bounding rectangles, RLE, . . . ) can be applied
before sending the frame buffer and the depth buffer to the network (as mentioned in Section 1.2), in order to save bandwidth and
speed-up the sort-last rendering. We have chosen not to implement
compression in order to keep the network load constant: this is the
worst case situation, and performance could be enhanced (at the
price of instable frame rates) if the following is respected.
Let us assume a compression speed of bc Gb/s, a compression ratio of rc , a decompression speed of bd Gb/s. Then, the time needed
to send xy pixels with bpp bits per pixel is defined as:
xy × bpp
(xy × bpp) × (1 − rc )
xy × bpp
lc +
+ lsend +
+ ld +
bc
bsend
bd
(17)

Figure 6: Dependencies between compression ratio rc , compression
speed bc (Gb/s) and decompression speed bd (Gb/s) on a Gigabit
Ethernet interconnect.

and has to be compared to the time needed to send the uncompressed pixels:
xy × bpp
lsend +
(18)
bsend
Then, in order to benefit from compression, we need to ensure
(assuming that latencies are negligible) that:

in other words:

1
1 − rc
1
1
+
+
<
bc
bsend
bd
bsend

(19)

bsend bsend
+
< rc
bc
bd

(20)

In the case of a Gigabit Ethernet network, this leads to:
1
1
+
< rc
bc bd

(21)

Figure 6 plots a curve showing the dependencies between the three
variables. As an illustration, our SSE2 implementation of alpha
blending (no depth) described in Section 3.4 can handle 4 Gb/s: the
compression ratio at this speed should be over 50%!
2.7

Summary

To illustrate this Section, we will use a sort-last volume rendering
application (no Z term) on an ideal COTS cluster with no latencies.
Then the time to render an image of x × y pixels is:
time

=
=

render + read + compose + collect + draw

1
1
+ (xy × bpp) ×
f ps
bread
1
1
1
+
)
+(1 − ) × (
n
bsendandrecv bblend

1
1
+
(22)
+
bcollect bdraw

If we now assume that our ideal COTS cluster is equipped with
3 GHz processors (using our SSE2 implementation of alpha blending described in Section 3.4, bblend = 4 Gb/s), full duplex Gigabit
Ethernet with infinite aggregate bandwidth, AGP x8 graphics, then:

Frames per second

115
110
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
5122 800x600

Best case (1 node, no compositing)
Our case (4 nodes)
Worst case (infinite number of nodes)

1024x768

10242 1280x1024
Number of pixels

1600x1200

Figure 7: Theoretical optimal rendering speed in frames per second
in the best and worst cases (volume rendering case).
Figure 8: Flow diagram of pipelined sort-last parallel rendering.

time

=

1
1
1
+ (xy × bpp) × (
+ (1 − ) ×
f ps
16.8Gb/s
n
1
1
1
1
(
+
)+
+
) (23)
1Gb/s 4Gb/s
1Gb/s 16.8Gb/s

So, the overhead in second to render a frame (with a classical
RGBA 32 bits per pixel), only due to sort last rendering, is bounded
by:
18.8
5
18.8
≤ overhead ≤ 32 × xy × (
+
)
16.8Gb/s
16.8Gb/s 4Gb/s
(24)
The corresponding rendering speed in frames per second are given
on Figure 7 for different resolutions: they give an upper bound of
the obtainable frame rate on our COTS cluster.
32 × xy ×

3

P IPELINED SORT- LAST RENDERING

We present in this Section our new sort-last rendering algorithm “pipelined sort-last” - that fully overlaps CPU(s), GPU and network
usage at all stages of the parallel process. This idea is similar in the
spirit to the hardware pipelining introduced in Sepia [12], but on a
COTS cluster without dedicated hardware.
In this Section, we will focus on pipelined sort-last volume rendering. Pipelined sort-last polygon rendering (with depth compositing) can easily be extended from the volume version. Figure 8 gives
an overview of our new algorithm, using the same color coding as
Figures 3 and 4. Each slave nodes is composed of three concurrent
threads: the GPU thread (in charge of GPU), the Compose thread
(in charge of parallel image compositing) and the Send thread (in
charge of sending the final subimage to the master node).
3.1

Multi-threading the slave nodes

In a classical implementation, the master node proceeds as follows.
It starts by sending the point of view for the image f to be rendered.
The n slave nodes then compute the subimage they have been assigned to, before sending it to the master node (orange). The master
node receives the n subimages (orange), draws the final image to the
GPU (purple), and then sends a new point of view for image f + 1.
During this time, the slave nodes are idle, waiting for the new point
of view.
Our first optimization consists in starting the rendering of image
f for the next point of view while the master node is receiving the

subimages and drawing the final image f − 1 to the GPU for the
current point of view.
This is done by splitting the work of each slave node into three
concurrent threads. The GPU thread repeatedly gets a new point
of view, renders the image, and reads back the frame buffer. The
Compose thread is in charge of parallel image compositing once a
frame buffer has been read and is available in memory. For now,
we can assume that these two threads work sequentially. The Send
thread just wait for a local subimage to be computed by the Compose thread and sends it to the master node, while the GPU thread
is already working on the next point of view.
3.2

Overlapping reading pixels with image compositing

In a classical implementation, the first step of parallel image compositing (red) starts when the readback operation (blue) is completed, as described in Section 2.3.
When reading back the frame buffer from GPU to main memory,
the CPU and the network are not busy. The ideal solution would
be to send the frame buffer content directly to the network (not
passing through main memory). This is unfortunately not possible
with actual technologies.
Our second optimization consists in overlapping the readback
operation (blue) with the network send and receive operations (red)
of the first step of parallel image compositing. This way, sending
and receiving subimages can start before the readback operation is
completed.
The frame buffer is read by regions by the GPU thread, and
the regions are sent and received through the network by the
Compose thread as soon as one region is available (using a producer/consumer model). This is possible because the graphics card
and the network card are connected to different buses (respectively
AGP and PCI-X) via the north and the south bridges.
A read operation actually consists in two read operations. The
first reads the region to be sent, the other reads the region corresponding to the subimage to be received. As soon as the subimage
has been received, subimages blending (yellow) can be done.
3.3

Overlapping sending, receiving and blending

As described in Section 2.3, parallel image compositing is really efficient when a send and a receive operation can be done simultaneously. This supposes that the network and the interconnect support
full duplex (which is the case for Gigabit Ethernet), but also that the
application (i.e. the Compose thread) does the job correctly.

Figure 9: Frame rates observed on the master node for different rendering speeds ( f ps) on the 4 slave nodes.

Achieving full duplex send and receive operations could be done
using two threads (one for the send, one for the receive). We have
implemented this solution and we have found that, since each slave
node already uses three threads, adding one more thread becomes
difficult to handle for the operating system, even with hyperthreading enabled.
We have chosen to implement the full duplex send and receive
operations with another strategy. The Compose thread repeatedly
calls an asynchronous send and an asynchronous receive, that returns (quasi) immediately the number of bits they have been able
to send or receive. If an asynchronous receive call returns zero
(no packets have been received) and that enough data is available
for blending, then the blending operation is done on a cache line,
before the next asynchronous calls. This allows to overlap send,
receive and blend operations.
3.4

Blending optimization

Another optimization concerns the blending of subimages (yellow)
at each step of the parallel image compositing method, as described
in Section 2.3.
Several optimizations have been proposed in the literature, including using the GPU accelerated blending [4] or software compositing using MMX [29] instructions. Other optimizations could
include using multiple threads.
GPU accelerated blending has been proven to be very efficient [4] thanks to very fast read and draw operations. As shown on
Table 1, the parallel image compositing performance jumps from
14 frames per second with software blending to 45 frames per second with GPU accelerated blending. However, using the GPU for
the blending makes it unavailable for rendering. When rendering is
overlapped with blending, this solution has to be avoided, except if
a second GPU unit can be dedicated to blending.
Using multiple threads for image blending is highly efficient,
since the blending algorithm is trivially parallel. However, when
several threads are already running on the machine, the speed-up is
not so high. This solution could be applied if one ore more CPUs
are available on the machine.
A lower level parallelism can be obtained with vector instructions. Using MMX operations, Strengert et al. [29] blend two pixels
together in 20 operations. We have implemented a similar blending
using SSE2 operations, and we can blend 2 pixels together 2 times
in 21 operations. On a 3 GHz Pentium4 processor, we can blend 13
millions pairs of 32-bit RGBA pixels per second.
4

E XPERIMENTATION

We have implemented our pipelined sort-last algorithm in C using
OpenGL. Several rendering applications have been plugged in it,

including volume and polygon rendering.
We have run our tests on a 3 years old 32-node (dual-Xeon 1.7
GHz, NVIDIA GeForce3 NV20) COTS cluster with Gigabit Ethernet interconnect on a Extreme Networks 6816 BlackDiamond
switch, and on a 1.5 years old 5-node (dual-Pentium4 3 GHz,
NVIDIA 6800 Ultra) COTS cluster with Gigabit Interconnect on
a Cisco 3750 switch.
On the newest cluster, we have been able to test two different
values of the Maximim Transmission Unit (MTU): 1500 and 9000
(Jumbo frames). On the oldest one, we have unfortunately not been
able to change the default 1500 MTU (due to hardware limitations).
We have performed several runs of both polygon and volume
rendering using our pipelined sort-last method. Figure 9 reports the
performance obtained on our 1.5 years old 5-node cluster, for different MTU (1500 and 9000), different rendering areas (1024 × 768
and 1280 × 1024), and different values of f ps (i.e. the frame rate
on each slave). The results are clearly better for volume rendering,
because much less data has to be transferred over the network.
Using a bigger MTU not only increases the raw performance,
but also ensures the stability of the frame rate. Using a MTU of
9000 ensures a constant frame rate, while the MTU of 1500 gives
unstable frame rates, due to the overusage of the CPUs.
On the 3-years old 32-node cluster, the obtained performances
are two to three times lower than on the newer cluster. This is
mostly due the MTU of 1500, as simple experiences have proven.
The maximum bandwidth for a half duplex communication is 0.9
Gb/s. The maximum cumulated bandwidth for a full duplex communication is 1 Gb/s (which is too low compared to the expected 2
Gb/s) with a CPU usage of 40% on the send side and 100% on the
receive size.
The scalability of our method is hard to demonstrate, since our
newer cluster has only 5 nodes and our older cluster does not support a MTU of 9000. On the 32-node cluster, it clearly does not
scale, since for volume rendering on a 1024 × 768 rendering area
(with f ps = 59.8), the obtained frame rates are respectively 13, 6
and 3 frames per second with 5, 9 and 17 nodes, compared to 31
frames per second on our 5-node cluster. However, our theoretical
analysis of the work balancing between CPU(s), GPU and network
gives us reasons to be optimistic.
Compared to other existing works described in Section 1.2, our
performances on the 1.5 years old 5-node cluster are clearly better,
even for hardware compositing solutions. The two only exceptions
are the compositing performance of 24 frames per second reported
in [10] and the 45 frames per second reported in [4]; however, when
taking into account the rendering time, their frame rates drop respectively to 6 and 8 frames per second, which is way below to our
results.
Let us now compare to the theoretical optimal rendering speed
computed for our cluster and shown in Figure 7. We recall that the

plotted curves correspond to a non optimized (no pipelining) sortlast volume renderer running on an ideal cluster, not taking into
account the rendering time (render = 0 in Equation 23). The upper
bound of the obtainable frame rates for a 5-node cluster are respectively of 16 and 13 frames per second for a 10242 and a 1280×1024
rendering area. Our best results as shown by Figure 9 report best
performance of respectively 31 and 19 frames per second for the
same rendering areas (with render = 1/60 in Equation 23). This
definitely proves the efficiency of our pipelined algorithm.
5

C ONCLUSION

We have presented a new pipelined sort-last parallel rendering
method that fully overlaps CPU(s), GPU and network usage at every level. By overlapping the different computations and communications, we have clearly reduced the overhead of parallel image
compositing. Our best results show volume rendering at constant
31 frames per second and polygon rendering at constant 17 frames
per second on a 1024 × 768 render area.
As part of our future work, we want to benefit both from our
detailed analysis of sort-last rendering methods and our experimentations to specify and build a new 16-node graphics cluster, that
should be able to prove the scalability of our method. Experimentations on other research groups graphics clusters would also
be welcome. Future work also include the implementation of dynamic load balancing [23], SLIC image compositing [28] and volume compression [29].
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